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* JANUARY 20th, 2023
1st single + official video 
MILES AWAY 

* MARCH 17th, 2023
- 2nd single, IMH 
+ remix by Cate Hortl

* APRIL 7th, 2023
-  MISFITS EP



 
 Author, composer, producer, 
performer and musician HARMO DRAÜS is 
an alternative electropop & dreamgaze artist 
based between Normandy and Paris, France.
 
 On April 7th 2023 , Harmo will be 
releasing her first solo EP, entitled MISFITS, 
on the record label she founded 
in 2019, Lilie’s Creatures.

 Consisting of 5 tracks (including 
Harmo’s cover version of Into Dust 
by Mazzy Star, one of the leading 
dreamgaze bands of the 90’s), this EP has 
already been partly unveiled on January
20th 2023  with the release of Miles 
Away and its official video co-directed by 
the artist herself. 
 A second track named IMH - also part 
of the EP in its original version - will be out 
to the world on March 17th 2023 , alongside  
a dark-clubby groovy remix by Cate Hortl. 

 In her first opus, Harmo
reveals her  very own personal 
world between lo-fi ambient textures and 
modern sounds with a psychedelic and 
melancholic touch inspired by dreampop, 
nu-gaze and electronic movements.  

 Either in the studio or on stage, the 
artist takes us to her phantasmagorical, 
magical and dreamy lands thanks 
to narrative and visual  intentions 
drawn by her cinematographic 
references from David Lynch’s filmo-
graphy and the Twin Peaks series 
to Tim Burton’s early work and 
some of De Palma‘s productions.

As HARMO DRAÜS :     

* 31.10.2019 : LILIE’S CREATURES AUTUMN FESTIVAL - EGLISE ST SAUVEUR, Caen
* 05.09.2020 : OFF COURTS Festival, Trouville
* 02.07.2021 : LIVE RESIDENCY FOR LABÖ 10 YEARS ANNIVERSARY / LE CARGÖ, Caen
* 02.12.2021 : Supporting KLÔ PELGAG / LES FEMMES S’EN MÊLENT FESTIVAL / LE TÉTRIS, Le Havre
* 26.02.2022 : LE SÖNAR, Caen
* postponed : 11.03.2022 : Supporting LÉONIE PERNET / BIG BAND CAFÉ, Hérouville St Clair 
* 19.03.2022 : with FRACA!!! / LA K’BANE À BOUKAN, La Celle St Cloud
* 12.05.2022 : RIO + HARMO DRAÜS + ARLEM SHEIKH / LA DEMEURÉE, Caen
* 27.08.2022 : NORMANDIE IMPRESSIONNISTE Festival, MUSÉE DES BEAUX-ARTS, Caen
* 07.10.2022 : CATE HORTL + HARMO DRAÜS + BLACK MENTAL  / LE VELVET MOON, Montreuil
* 18.11.2022 : HARMO DRAÜS Showcase / LE MOHO, Caen
* 30.11.2022 : HARMO DRAÜS / LE BIG BAND CAFÉ, Hérouville St Clair
* 09.12.2022 : Supporting JEANNE ADDED / LE CARGÖ, Caen
* 24.01.2023 : HARMO DRAÜS + FRANK RABEYROLLES + SIMONE’S CARPET / LE SUPERSONIC, Paris
* 02.02.2023 : Showcase, « Clips en Compils » with Normandie Images, Caen
* 08.02.2023 : Nuit Fracabaret #4  with Le Secret + FRACA!!!, LE ROSA BONHEUR SUR SEINE, Paris
* 24.03.2023 : TBC
* 07.04.2023 : TBA, PARIS
* 08.04.2023 : HARMO DRAÜS + MARIE MADELEINE + GUESNEY, Nouveau Monde, St-Lô
* 19.04.2023 : Nuit Fracabaret #5 with Le Secret + FRACA!!!, LE ROSA BONHEUR SUR SEINE, Paris
* 09.05.2023 : JULIE GASNIER  + HARMO DRAÜS / LE STUDIO DE L’ERMITAGE, Paris

As a member of DAVID SHAW AND THE BEAT : 

* 18.02.2020 : Live Session on FRANCE INTER (French radio)
* 12.03.2020 : DAVID SHAW AND THE BEAT Release Party / LA BOULE NOIRE, Paris
* 12.04.2020 : Live Session for JACK (webmedia of CANAL +, French TV station)
* 05.06.2020 : Live Session for TELERAMA (French press)
* 04.07.2020 : DAVID SHAW AND THE BEAT + DOMBRANCE  / FILE 7, Magny Le Hongre
* Postponed : 25.07.2020 : ALTERPANAME Festival, Paris
* 24.08.2020 : Live Session for BRUITALISMES / MAINS D’OEUVRES, St-Ouen
* 27.08.2020 : TAKE ME (A)OUT with LE SUPERSONIC / LE TRABENDO, Paris
* 26.09.2020 : DAVID SHAW AND THE BEAT + PARLOR SNAKES / LA CARÈNE, Brest
* 13.11.2021 : GONZAÏ NIGHT / LA MAROQUINERIE, Paris
* 22.04.2022 : SUPERSONIC 6 years anniversary, Paris
* 29.04.2022 : DAVID SHAW AND THE BEAT + 2PANHEADS + LA MVERTE / LES TRINITAIRES, Metz
* 11.06.2022 : FUMETTI Festival, Nantes
* 27.01.2023 : DAVID SHAW AND THE BEAT / LE BISTROT ST SO, Lille

As a member of BISON CHIC : 

* 05.02.2021 : BISON CHIC, live residency  / LE NORMANDY, St-Lô
* 06.02.2021 : Pre-selection INOUÏS DU PRINTEMPS DE BOURGES 2021 / LA LUCIOLE, Alençon
* 23.11.2021 : BISON CHIC + OETE + EDGAR MAUER Release Party / LA DAME DE CANTON, Paris
* 25.11.2021 : LILIE’S CREATURES RECORDS + SYLVEBARBE RECORDS Showcase / Caen
* 23.02.2022 : FESTIVAL BEAUREGARD’s springboard finals / BIG BAND CAFÉ, Hérouville St Clair
* 27.04.2022 : BISON CHIC + INDIGO BIRDS Release Party / LE CARGÖ, Caen
* 21.06.2022 : Normandy Directorate music festival / PARC DE L’ABBAYE AUX DAMES, Caen

 Developping a keen interest for UK 
and US-based music scene emphasized by 
her stay in Glasgow (Scotland) as a student,  
she  has been strongly influenced by 
Kate Bush, Siouxie and The Banshees, 
PJ Harvey, Pink Floyd, Supertramp 
and more recently Warpaint, 
Just Mustard, Beach House, Mogwai, 
EERA and Léonie Pernet. Some will 
also draw comparisons to Bat for 
Lashes, Agnes Obel or Soap&Skin. 

 Harmo’s firt EP is licensed by CONTRA, 
the publishing branch of the French record 
label company Her Majesty’s Ship (also 
licensing and publishing Theodora, Paprika 
Kinski, Yan Wagner). Since 2020,  Harmo 
has also been part of DAVID SHAW AND 
THE BEAT  (record label: Her Majesty’s Ship), 
one of the many projects of Mancunian 
artist and producer David Shaw.

 As an activist for the recognition of 
invisibilized people in the music industry, 
Harmo very often collaborates with 
FRACA!!!, French queer and feminist 
record label, and  was part of the 2020  
French promotion of the European 
mentoring program for women, trans 
and non-binary entrepreneurs in 
the music industry, MEWEM Europa.



 MILES AWAY, from Harmo Draüs’ EP 
named MISFITS, is the first solo single track that 
she has been released on January 20th 2023 . 
 Like the whole record itself, it was first 
written and composed by Harmo some time ago  
in the privacy of her one-bedroom flat in Paris, 
with the only help of her guitar. 
 Then the little demo version became a 
real song as shed added drum machines, organs, 
synthesizers, violins and saxophones from her 
Mellotron, and slightly detuned guitars. Over the 
months and years, she took the time to develop 
her project, improve her production skills in her 
small homestudio and set up her own record 
label, Lilie’s Creatures. 

 In order to perfect the production of Miles 
Away, the artist gathered a group of musicians 
composed of Valentin Barbier (member of 
Indigo Birds), Arthur Huiban, Louis Lalevée 
(member of HADA) and Alexis Plateroti who 
took part in giving this track its final shape. 

 As a fan of multitasking and the DIY 
approach, she has also co-directed and edited 
the official video clip that illustrates Miles 
Away. Alongside Anatole Badiali, her close 
friend and multi-talented creator, they decided 
to experiment an immersive and intensive 
shooting, during two weeks, on a 1500-mile trip, 
and to be the protagonists of their own movie.

 Filmed with vintage camcorders as a 
slightly weird and absurd testimony of a road-
trip just as incongruous, Miles Away’s video 
depicts two friends who take the odd decision 
to free a horse from its carousel and offer it a 
long final journey. The duo, then transformed 
into a trio, drives its new companion in all places 
they visit while it is harnessed on top of their 
old black hearse-shaped car.

 Miles Away tells about the distance 
we put between ourselves and what we call 
our ‘demons’ - this mental or physical exile - 
sometimes without even managing to escape 
them. Its video illustrates, in a poetic way, the 
feelings of desorientation and dehumanization 
symbolized by the wooden horse sometimes 
personified, sometimes reified.

The visuals of  each release’s artwork are made by Lou Gottlieb  
: they are thought of as tokens of a distant past left behind by 

anonymous people to a future random encounter.

« French singer Harmo Draüs pulled us in with her 
recent Miles Away. Her voice is rich, rare and exotic. 
The music has a mysterious retro quality, drawing 
comparisons to the legacy of Kate Bush with the vocal 
powess of Lana Del Rey. The nostalgic production 
gives Miles Away some retro intention. A gorgeous 
production in any light, its the singers sultry appeal 
that makes it undeniable. »  INDIE UNDERRATED 
(UK)

THEY TALKED ABOUT IT / BROADCASTED IT:



 The MISFITS EP evokes harsh themes: duality, 
illness, alienation, addictions, mental health. Firstly, 
Harmo chooses to talk about these matters for her 
own sake, as a catharsis. She transcends them and try 
and make them more bearable with this glimmer of 
hope that remains in the world of the living.  

 But she also dedicates it to those who are 
considered to be outcasts and so-called «misfits»: 
those who do  not meet the standard, those who did 
not ask to be born their way but shall be considered 
as precious as the others. 

 The EP opens with the very hybrid two tracks 
IMH and Miles Away and their own explosive endings.
Then comes the psychedelic and hazy ballad Lullaby 
for Lily written as a tribute to a ghost of the past,

in which the guitars are like mermaids’ songs layered 
with the watery sounds of a drum machine. 

 The deep and intense cover of Mazzy Star’s 
Into Dust - as a real mystical interlude - gives room to 
vaporous and metallic vocals joined by powerful and 
heady bass lines, kick and snare drums, and crunchy 
shoegazy guitars.  

 Finally, the EP closes on the groovy «sexy-
kraut» track Néons with its verses written in Harmo’s 
native language (French) and its dark-clubby outro. 

 Does it foreshadow a more dancing uptempo 
EBM-influenced turn in Harmo Draüs’ project for the 
future? Who knows...

IMH for «in my head» is thought of as an acronym 
that must not be told. Nearly scientific, almost 
clinical, these three letters could be used to 
diagnose a mental condition, a behaviour disorder, 
an obsession.  
 As an introduction to the theme, the 
whispered mantra «she’s not alone in her head, 
her head is full» sets the tone while a synth drone 
hammers relentlessly as in a persistent headache. 
Soon joined by a powerful TR-909 kick drum, the 
shamanic percs and claps invade the meanders of 
this tormented spirit as the guitar riffs and synths 
tumble down. Suddenly, everything brightens 
as the spoken words say their inner monologue 
before the sultry vocals start again in a frantic race 
for the liberating climax. 

 CATE HORTL, a.k.a Charlotte Boisselier, and 
Harmo Draüs met during the Nuits Sonores Festival 
in Lyon, France, in 2022. It has been an instant 
musical match and  friendly encounter. There was 
no doubt for Harmo that she would like to offer 
Cate to remix of one of her tracks.
 Thus, in this remixed version of IMH, the 
EBM producer (former member of Ambeyance 
and Oktober Lieber, and new protégé of  
Warriorecords, Rebeka Warrior’s record label) 
shows her pure talent and wonderfully handles 
tension, darkness and percussive groove. A real 
dark-clubby hit!

MARCH 17, 2023

IMH - first of the 
EP’s tracklist - will 
be released as a 
double single on 
March 17th 2023  
alongside a remix 
by CATE HORTL.

5-TRACK EP

APRIL 7, 
2023
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Visuals by
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MISFITS EP

Lyrics by : Harmo Draüs (except Into Dust)
Co-produced by : Harmo Draüs et Valentin Barbier (IMH, Miles Away)
Co-composed by :  Harmo Draüs, Alexis Plateroti (Néons), Arthur Huiban 
(IMH, Miles Away), Jeremy Trombetta (IMH), Pascal Suard (Néons), Valentin 
Barbier (IMH, Miles Away)
Arranged by : Harmo Draüs, Louis Lalevée (IMH, Miles Away, Into Dust), 
Alexis Plateroti (IMH, Miles Away, Into Dust), Benjamin Raymond (Lullaby For 
Lily), Pascal Suard (Lullaby for Lily)

Recorded in their homestudio by Harmo Draüs, Valentin Barbier, Alexis 
Plateroti and at Studio Pit Worker by Louis Lalevée (vocals on Miles Away 
and Lullaby For Lily)
Mixed by Louis Lalevée at Studio Pit Worker, except Néons mixed by Alexis 
Plateroti at Studio Mutterville in Paris
Mastered by Christophe Menanteau at Mister Master

2023 - (p) Lilie’s Creatures - (c) Contra - 
except  Into Dust : (c) David Roback, Hope Sandoval (Mazzy Star)

LISTEN TO THE EP
private link

DOUBLE SINGLE IMH 
original version
+ Cate Hortl REMIX
private link


